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If you walk afoot on sandy roads
Dust will be your blues
And the signed up miles by the crossroad tracks
Don’t care about your teared up shoes

You can ride a bike hillup, hilldown
The wind will find your eyes
And your spinning feet turning ’round and ’round
They could well give you advice

Take the love train
Take the love train

You can go by car on a freeway drive
There’s stop and go ahead
And the fuel you need for the next sixty miles
Makes a hole in the earth

There’s still another possibility
You can fly a turbo jet
Send a telefax in computer networks
You could get lost in the facts

Take the love train
Take the love train

We can dance and sing, laugh and swing
Trust will blaze the trail
And our life is sure, nice and mature
Love laid out the rail

Take the love train
Take the love train

And we go, go, go fast or slow
We’re passing hills and vales
We can dance and swing, laugh and sing
Love will blaze the trail

Take the love train